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" 
CITIZENS AGAINST CRIME: I 

I 
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE !;~GHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM IN WASHINGTC\, D .C. l 

.... 
In late February of ~.981, l-layor Marion Barry and his police. 

chief, Burtell Jefferson, announced their plan to battle crime. Their 

"Unified Program to Reduce Crime," the mayor decla~d, was "the most 

carefully conceived, flOst comprehensive, and most ambitious anticrime 

program ever developed for the District of Columbia. ,,2 

Traditionall¥, crime-fighting in the District and other large cities 

had tended to mean just one thing: more police. While the Mayor's 

proposal included minor manpower changes, the emphasis was elsewhere. 

Citizens were to play an important role, and one way they were to do 

so was by organizing into small groups of neighbors who woald monitor 

events on the st:reet, watch over each other's· :residences, and 

speedily report arw suspicious occur:rences to the police. 

That year 67,910 serious crimes -- homocides, forcible rapes, 

agg%avated assaults, robberies, burglaries, larcenies, auto thefts --

were mcorded throughout the city. The next year, 1982, that figure 

dropped by over 2,200 crimes, about 3.3 percent. And the year after 

that saw a further decline of over 7,999 crimes, another 12 percent. 3 
o 

In the eyes of the new chief, Maurice T. TUrner, Jr. , the 

neighborhood watch program was entitled to much of the c:redit. A 

spokesman for the International Association of· Chiefs of Police was 

even more enthusiastic about the neighborhood watches, when asked to 

comment on the crime drop throughout the metropolitant area. "By God 

they work, and they work beautifully," he proclaimed. 4 

, 
o 
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Have police and citizens finally discovered the key that will 

unlock the door to s,~e streets and secure homes? Or, are 

neighborhood watches simply the latest in a series of crime-fighting 

strategies that have been introduced with a bang then faded out with 

a whimper? Even if they are effective, watches may hold more promise 

for some types of neighborhoods than others. Will crime watches help 

those in the poorest, most deteriorated and crime-ridden sections of 

the city? Or are they another example of a program -- like mortgage 

interest deductions or tuition tax credits -- that provides greater 

benefi ts to those with lesser needs? 

This report presents the results of a study of neighborhood 

watches in one police district in washington, D.C. The study was 

conducted by students taking part in a research seminar for urban 

affairs majors at George washington University. Because the project 

had to be completed within a single semester, and because it was 

conducted without the benefit of any outside funding support, the 

decision was made to undertake a limited pilot study rather than a 

major analysis that would aim for definitive answers. Some of the 

findings, nonetheless, are interesting and potentially of value to 

city officials and neighborhood activists. Among the conclusions are: 

* * There is some evidence that, wi:t=1Un relatively high crime 

areas, watches are more likely to be for.med in more 

prosperous blocks and in tho.se with a higher percentage of 

white residents. 
b. 
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* * A significant minority of those sporting 

neighborhood watch signs no longer have active organized 

watch programs. Some may never have participated in any but 

the most limited manner. 

* * Among those blocks that have watches, there is some 

evidence that the more active and more organized are 

located in prosperous neighborhoods with a higher 

percentage of white residents. 

* * Most block watch captains believe that the watch program 

has made residents feel more secure, and many believe that 

the program has succeeded in deterring criminals. 

* * When reported crime figures are examined, however, there is 

no clear evidence that crime has dropped more rapidly in 

p~rticipating blocks than in those are nat 

participating in the neighborhood wa'i;ch. program. Nor do 

reports of crime fall more rapidly in blocks with active 

watches than in those with inactive watches. 

WHAT NEIGHBORHOOD WATCHES ARE SUPPOSED TO DO 

The reasoning behind the neighborhood watch prog:ram is 

straightforward. It is increasingly apparent that police cannot win 

th~ batttll.e against crime if they are forced to fight that battle 

alone. Ewn the most vigilant police officers, cruising slowly in 

their cars on patrol, canno-c possibly see most of the strange and 
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suspicious behavior that might alert them to illegal activities. 

Only through coincidence and rare go.od luck could they hop~)to spot a 

crime underway. Even the most a/.;tute detective is unlikely to solve 

the average .crime without cocperative and observant witnesses. By 

improving c oumuni cation between police and msidents, the 

neighborhOod watch program is intended to provide police wit.1:l 

additional "eyes and ears." And by encouraging neighbors to talk and 

cooperate ·with one another it is expected to help citizens to help 

themselves. 

The Police View: From Resin\:;ance to Support That many police 

departments are actively promoting citizen. involvement in 

crime-fighting repmsents a major turn of events. During most of this 

century, police authorities have emphasized the melitsage that 

crime-fighting is a serious, dangerous, and complicated enterprise 

that is best left to professionals. Many police reformers 

aggressively sought to discourage interaction between police and the 

coumunity. ~ey felt that too intimate a relationship between police 

and local political organizations inevitably led to corruption and 

fa vori tism. 

Law enforcement under the political machines that dominated many 

large cities during the early twentieth century was neither uniform 

nor effective. Those individuals, ethnic groups, and neighborhoods 

that found themselves in favor with the local ward bosses could count 

on patrol officers to interpret the law in their favor. Illegal 

behavior on their part might be handled informally, or even 

overlooked. Less favo::ed individuals and groups such as the 

unfortunate black person found walking, without good cause, through 
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an all-white neighborhood could find themselves harassed by 

police, or charged with disorderly conduct or another va911ely defined 

offense. More systematic forms of corruption thrived under the 

machine system as well. Some politicians and party officials 

mceived pay-effs in ...... turn f t i ..... or pro ect ng criminals f rom police 

interference. "As the patrolmen well knew, or soon found out," 

Robert Fogelson reports, "they were no match f i or an nfluential 

gambler, liquor dealer, or other dismputable businessman, let alone 

a well-organized, highly mobil full d e, y a%IIle gang of criminals 

closely allied with the ward lead~."5 

As an antidote to corruption and favoritism, reformers 

mcoumended a series of changes intended to bring police under a 

central authority and to inSUlate police departments from 

"interfemnce" from the political ...... alm. hil ..... W e many of these changes 

succeeded in improving the quality and mliability of law 

enforcement, they may also have had the effect of placing a .barrier 

between citizens and police. To turn police into a more effective 

crime-fightin.g unit, reformers stripped police of various noncrime 

re sponsibil.ities, such as supervi sing elections, operating 

ambulances., inspecting boilers, and censoring movies. 6 In order to 

reduce opportunities for corruption and favoritism, reformers rotated 

patrolmen among available beats rather than assigning them 

permanently to a neighborhood.· And in order t i li , 0 . ncrease po ce 

visibility and incmase the ama ~n officer could keep under 

surveilll~e, reformers assigned police to patrol cars instead of 

foot patrol. By mducing social contact between police and citizens, 

and by limiting contact to emotionally charged situations in which 
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d the likelihood that changes increase 

citizens and police would re~rd each other as strangers. ~) 

The refo%llters argued that they were bringing professionalism to 

law enforcement. 
portraying theblSe1ves as professionals -- experts 

trained in an exclusive body of knawl~dge -- helped the police gather 

popular support for their efforts 
to disentangle themselves from 

political meddling and' increased their status and salaries as well. 

. f i 1 however, police also 
In adopting a self-image as pro esS ona s, 

adq>ted a tendency to view citizens as a source of interference. 

Doctors cringe at the notion of consulting their patients about the 

d SOllle find that pesteri. ng by patien:t:.s can best be 
proper therapy, an 

reduced by keeping their patients unaware. In latching onto 'the 

"professional" label, police took sOllle of "the same on 

self-righteousness. 
Efforts by citizens to play a role in law 

1 smacked down with the claim that "we 
enforcement fr~ent Y were 

are 

the experts __ your role is simply to let us get on with our job." 

d many police officials to reconsider their 
TWo factors convince 

di C itizens with a more active role 
re sistan:: e to the idea of provi ng 

in the law enforcement process. 
The first was the demand for 

conmunity control and civilian review boards that began to be heard 

from many minority neighborhoods during the late 1960s. 
Complaining 

about police brutality, insensitivi ty , and ineffectiveness, 

spoke spersons particularly from among the black community 

insisted that police be made more 
accountable. Their demands 

included the reversal of many of the reformers I actions. 
"Ihstead of 

centralization, they insisted on administrative decentralization, 

instead of professionalism, they pressed for citizen participation, 

.c, 
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and instead of bureaucratization, they cal1~d for political 

accountability. "7 

Police, for the most part, did not take kindly to these 

demands. They perceived the ca11 for conununity invo1vement as an 

anti-police movement which threatened their independence. Fair1y mild 

reforms that were intended to give citizens a ro1e in monitoring 

police behavior were resisted vehemently. Mayor John Lindsay gave 

citizens a ro1e on a board that advised the po1ice commissioner of 

New York City. The Patro1m.en I s Benevolent Association the 

equiva1ent of the 10ca1 police union spearheaded a petition drive 

to force the issue to be sul:mitted to a referendum where it was 

soundly defeated by an a1most two-to-one vote. 8 

Nevertheless, the demands did have an effect. Some of the 

manentum to change was impof?ed upon the po1ice by broad externa1 

forces. Demands by minority groups were given added potency by the 

atmosphere of urban unrest. The Nationa1 Advisory Commission on 

Civi1 Disorders had cited "deep hosti1ity between poiice and ghetto 

communities as a pr~ary cause" of the riots that p1agued U.S. cities 

from 1964 until 1968. 9 The Commission recommended that po1ice put 

greater emphasis on community services and community relations. 

B1ack and American Indian activists in a few cities became so 

a1ienated from the loca1 po1ice that they launched their own patrols, 

intended to monitor p01ice as we11 as provide additiona1 protect;to~~ 

for neglected neighborhoods. In an effort to b1unt these extreme 

cha11eng~, some police of ficia1s began to consider mi1d forms of 

community invo1vement as a desirable a1ternative: better to encourage 

citizen invo1vement under the contro1 of the police than to see the 
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emergence of vigilante operations. 

Possibly more important t.1:lan deman:is for community control, in 
f\) 

propelling the police toward cooperat.ing with cit.izen a nti-c rime 

act.ivities, was a goo'wing awareness that the public was inc:reasingly 

restless over the fail.ure of the police to stop crime. Between 1960 

and 1975 the crime rate more than tripled, in spite of the fact tb.~t 

state and local governlD.E!!nt spending on police had r::I :sen nearly 350 

percent. In 1960 the17e had been 1. 7 police employees per 1,000 

msidents nationwide. Bly 1975 f there were 2.6. 10 And still crime 

continued to rise. In: this environment some police felt that 

acYJlowledging citizens' msponsibility to mduce crime could help 

shield the force from charges of ineffectiveness. The police could 

argue that they were unal:,le to do anything unless and unti,.l citizens 

did their own share. 

A few important studies, moreover, began to convin::e some police 

that citizen involvement might actually work. These studies made it 

clear that most crimes reported to the police are never solved. But 

when an arrest does occur, the evidence revealed that "it usually is 

becaus:e the victim or wit:ness is able to identify the offender; 

because the police were called rapidly enough to catch the offender 

at or near the scene of the crime; or because a victim, witness, or 

police officer spotted evidence ••• that clearly linke(l. a suspect to 

the crime."ll Arrests, it was further found, are more likely to lead 

to convictions when witnesses a.re a.vailable as well. ~ g$ttl<;ly in the 

District. of Columbia, for example, found conviction rates to be 

nearly twice as high when at least two lay witnesses were a\"l!i,ilable 

to testify as when fewer than two witnesses were available. 12 
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Their dependenc::e on witnesses B.nd victims makes it Critical that 

police be infomed quickly after a crime occurs. 
Recognizing this, 

police have long emphasized the importance of police response time, 

which measums how long it takes for the p:>lice to arrive once they 

have been called. 
But a study in Kansas City dramatically proved 

that 'police response time is considerably less important than citizen 

response time. 
Kansas City police were found to respond to assualts, 

on average, in about 3 minutes,· to bb ri i 
ro e es n about 3.S minutes; 

and to burglaries in 6 minutes. But ..I t.i.ms 
'1._C of assault, on average, 

did not call the police until over an hour after the crime. Robberies 

ware not called in until 23 minutes had passed. 
Burglaries were 

reported a little over 30 minutes after being discovemd, although 

they often were discovered many hours after they had taken place. 13 

By involving citizens through block watch and similar programs, 

polit;:!e hope they can increase the likelihood that crimes will be 

reported swiftly and that witnesses will be observant and willing to 

testify. And, if they succeed in these goals, they expect that they 

can inc:r:ease the proportion of criminals caught and sent to p:t'ison. 

Encouraging Sel£-Help While police usually describe 

neighborhood watch activi ties as extensions of their own efforts __ 

their "eyes and ears" -- some advocates have a b 
roader goal in mind. 

Rather than simply helping the police, they suggest, the cohesive and 

organized neighborhood can replace .the police, to some degme. 

Central to this perspect.t'"e is th ti f' ," e no on 0 l.nformal social 

controls ·llJ, Criminologists such as James Q, Wilson and George L. 

KelliIlCJ have suggested that healthy neighborhoods are governed by a 

set of unspoken rules regarding acceptable behavior.14 These rules 
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are enforced by :residents themselves: when neighbors admonish 

dismptive children, when those who fa!.l to keep their pzpperty up 

are scolded or made to feel embarrassed, or when strangers are 

watched quietly from upstairs wimows. When these informal 
<Or 

mechanisms break down -- as they often do when population changes 

rapidly, when families with children are replaced by those without, 

when msidents do not tm.st their neighborp to hold up their end of 

the bargain, or when police treat all neighborhoods alike without 

sensitivity to differenc:es in values and sense!3 of order -- crime is 

likely to rise. 

Some believe that such informal means of maintaining order were 

much more widespread earlier in our history, when communities were 

smaller, more homogenous, am more stable. Neighborhood W'Iltches m.ay 

help to reestablish the sense of community that is lacking in the 

anoJ¥mous urban environment by bringing neighbors together and 

demonstrating that they share rommon interests and conc:erns. The 

most optimistic advocates suggest that neighborhood watches, in this 

sense, may become the bridge to a broad range of cooperative, 

self-help ventures in areas beyom that simply of fighting crime. 

EVIDENCE FROM OTHER CITIES 

The District of Columbia I s neighborhood watch program is one 

among many. There are over 20,000 coumunities -- and an estimated 5 

million persons engaging in watches or citizen patrols 

nationwide. 15 Citizen involvement in law enforcement through 

personal vigila.n::e or organized vigilante activities -- has a long 

tradition in this country. But organized watches, operating in n. 

----------- ----------~----------- ----------------------------
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formal or informal partnership 

deve lqunent • 
wi th the police, are a more recent 

the federal 

MaJ¥ of the existing efforts tTot 
" an early boost from 

government. Congress, in 1976, directed the Law 
Enforcement Assistan::e Administrat~l,on to 

encourage programs at the 

local level; LEAA's Office of Community Anti rim 

million budget.16 
-c e Programs had a $15 

Because most watch programs are too new for their 
accomplishments to have been rigorously judged, enthusiasm for 
neighborhood watches has outrun evidenc:e that they really 
Anecdotal re rt 

work. 
po s, however, ha ve be 

en extremely enc:ouraging. 

neighborhood in Detroit formed a watch 
One 

in the early 1970s. Crime, 
espeCially burglaties,. dropped dramatically about 60 percent. 
Pittsfield, Massachussetts started its 

program in 1979. The burglary 
rate dropped from 682 that 

• ' year, to 547 in 1981.17 

But anecdotal reports, such as these, must be regarded 
cautiously. 1=\:)lice officials, 

politicians, and neighborhood activists 
may have a stak i 

e n declaring their efforts 
to have been Successful, 

even if the methods used to determine 
SUccess are impreSSionistic or 

of neighborho d 
slipshod. Ideally, evaluat:l.ons 

o watch programs should 

crime has been Simply displaced to a 
consider the POssibilities that 

adjOining neighborhood,. t:h 
at the drop in crime is only temporary; 

that police may be be choOSing to zecord fewer of the 
crimes that are 

t.pturn 

taking place; or that th . 
e decline is due to other 

factors, such as an 
in the national econany, institution of stticter 

sentenc:i~ proced i 
.~ ures n state courts, or a drop in the 

Proportion of 
citizens in the crime~rone teenage years. 

Only a few evalUations are scphisticated 
enough in their deSign 

• 
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to begin to addmss these issues. Those, too, are generally qlbeat. 

Seattle, Washin;Jton initiated its Coumunity Crime preventi~ program 

in 1975. As in the Distri.ct, neighborhood watches were part of a 

mu1.ti-pron;Jed strategy that included home inspections, property 

identification, and the distribution of crime prevention 

informa tion. Surveys were conducted to determine rates of 

victimization both before and after the program. Burglaries declined 

between 48 and "'" 61 perce .... in the households. that participated. Crime 

did not rise in nei':f"'-o n;J , ~h ri. nonparticipating households, or in 

adjacent areas, suggesting that crimes were Dmvented and not simply 

pushed elsewhere. The Seattle evaluators concluded that block watches 

were ftthe f t n of the cou:munity crime sin;Jle most important ea ure 

prevention program, w". 0 of th the ther strategies only a ncomplement to 

this one indispensable ser Jice. n18 

Hartford, Connecticut implemented its Neighborhood Crime 

sin~e neighborhood on an experimental basis Prevention Program in a ~ 

1970 Along with programs designed to encourage durin;J the mid- s. . 

community involvement, the Hartford program emphasized physical 

and alley closings) and reorganization of the chan;Jea (such as stmet 

police department to make it mom neighborhood oriented. Block 

d consisting of pairs of volunteers who were watches were establishe , 

to walk the stmets armed with two-way radios. Burglary rates dropped 

from 18.4 per 100 households to 10.6 in the first year. 

Robbery/purse snatch victimizat on a so e • i 1 d clined Surveys indicated 

that residr.lllts of the neighborhoo ecame d b l ess fearful, more willing 

to walk the stmets during tea e, h d ytim better able to :recognize 

strangers in the neighborhood, and more likely to make arrangements 
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with neighbors to watch each others' houses. 19 

Proponents of the neighborhood watch program in the District of 

Columbia can find much satisfaction from findings such as these. But 

the experiences in other cities raise some warnings as well. 
One 

very :real danger is that the benefits of neighborhood watches may be 

short-lived. In Pittsfield, where burglary rates droPped from 682 to 

547 in two years, the third year of the program saw rates shoot back 

up to 670. 20 The Hartf d 1 t 
or eva ua ors admitted that it was "possible 

that the 
effects observed .•• :resulted from a short-term response of 

citizens and police to the unusual attention to crime •.•• "21 
As a 

1982 Ford FOUndation paper warned, there is a danger of ftburn out" as 

participants' initial enthusiasm gives way to weari b d 
ness, ore om, 

and inconvenience. 22 
In Seattle, a follow-up survey showed that, 

after abou: 18 months, the burglary rate in participating households 

actually climbe't:i above that in households not taking part in the 

crime prevention program. 23 

Also troublesome is the evidence that some robberies may have 

been displaced to adjOining neighborhoods. 
The Hartford surveys, 

moreover, failed to support the expectation that watches would 

stimulate a broad growth in community attachment and cOoperation. 

Participating residents did indicate that they were better able to 

:recognize their neighbors, and they were somewhat more likely to make 

arrangements with their neighbors to watch one anothers' homes. 

Otherwise, 
however, the H~-"ford stud cl d d tha 

~~ Y Con u e t there was 
. "little t.~ evidence of improved resident interaction and 

relationships.n24 Particularly disturbing to those Who would like to 

See the watch program grafted onto the District's poorest and most 
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crime-ridden neighborhoods is the conclusion, in Seattle, that the 

program "is best limited to single-family or duPlex houses."2~) 

THE FIRST PCIL!CE DIS~l.UCT 

The First Police District is perhaps the most diverse in the 

District of Columbia. Bounded, roughly, by the Anacostia River and 

Washington Channel on the south, 14th St:o:eet on the west and a jagged 

diagonal including Florida and Massachussetts Avenues on the north 

and ea~rt:, the First District inlcudes all the residential areas of 

the southwest quadrant, much of the Mall, most of the Old Downtown 

area, Chinatown, and the capital Hill and Shaw neighborhoods. (see 

Map) It includes census tract if72 that, according to the 1980 

census, is over 93 percent black with median household iJICome only 

$6,605. And it includes areas like tract if66., on CaJ/ .. I.':ol Hill, with a 

population that is 8.5% black, median income nearly $24,000, and 

homes values averaging over $150,000 in 1980. 

Judged simply by the total number of index crimes (homocides, 

forcible rapes, robberies, aggravated assaults, burglaries, thefts, 

and auto thefts), the First District is also the most dangerous of 

the city's seven police districts. In 1983, there were 2,190 crimes 

against persons and 8,410 crimes against property in the First 

District. Only the Third District (which ,includes Dupont Circle, 

Adams Morgan, Columbia Heights, LeDroit Park, and Logan Circle) had 

more crimes against persons. Only the Second District (which 

includes Foggy Bottom, Georgetown, and all of the neighborhoods west 

of Rock Creek Park) had more crimes against property (See Table 1). 
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TABLE 1 
TOTAL INDEX CRIMES, BY POLICE DISTRICT, 1983 

First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh 

Hanocide 
Rape 
Robbery 
Aggravated Assault 
Sul:i:ota1: Crimes 
Against Per sons 

Burglary 
Theft 
Auto Theft 
SUl:i:ota1 : 

35 
76 

1513 
566 

2190 

1778 
6027 

605 

Property Crimes 8410 

TOTAL 10600 

7 
17 

679 
211 

914 

2081 
6687 

399 

9167 

10081 

SOURCE: . Planning and Deve1cpmene 
Section, Crime Index Offenses; 
M!tropo1itan Police, 1983. 

39 
51 

1542 
738 

2370 

1926 
4860 

514 

7300 

9670 

18 
55 

1032 
502 

1607 

1834 
3774 

744 

6352 

7959 

30 
56 

1247 
613 

1946 

2073 
3898 

741 

6712 

8658 

25 
53 

677 
359 

1114 

1069 
1791 

484 

3344 

4458 

32 
98 

1008 
657 

1795 

1722 
2368 

468 

4558 

6353 

Division, crime Research and Analysis 
Statistical Report. washington, D.C.: 
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Two fact.ors soften this dismal picture a bit. First, because the 

First District includes the downtown and many tourist areas, 
~) 

the 

crime figures probably exaggerate the risk of crime to residents. 

Second, things seem to be getting better. There were over 2,100 fewer 

crimes in 1983 than in the previous' year, representing a sharp 

decline of 17 percent. 

We chose to focus on the First DiJ.strict for two reasons. We were 

intexested in the way that the economic and racial characteristics of 

blocks affects the likelihood that watches will be formed or the 

manner in which they subsequently will operate. The diversity in the 

First District allowed us to observe watches in wealthy as well as 

poor blocks and in pxedominantly white as well as pxedominantly black 

blocks. The cooperation of the responsible officers at tp.e First 

District provided an additional incentive. While officials at all 

levels of the Met..-opolitan Police Department were careful to protect 

the identities of individual households participating in the 

neighborhood watch program, the First District readily provided a 

list of all blocks that had established watches. 

The decision to focus on a single district -- rather than the 

city as a whole -- necessarily places some limits on the bx:eadth of 

the conclusions that we are able to draw from this one study. On the 

other hand, the decision was necessary if the· project was to prove 

practical, and we have no reason to assume that the First District is 

markedly atypical in any important sense. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

According to the list provided by the First District, 211 

.. 
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neighborhood block watches were organized between April, 1981 and 

December, 1983. After eliminating those blocks which appeared to be 

listed more than .once and those in which a single addxess, rather 

than a block per se, was listed, we were left with 193 blocks. Each 

block, then, was located on a large map indicating the U.S. Census 

Buxeau's census block boundaries. Assigning each watch to a' census 

block allowed us to determine certain characteristics of the 

xesidents and housing units in 1980 and to assess changes that had 

occured over the pxevious ten years. 26 This information makes it 

possible to detexmine whether blocks that formed watches differ in 

a~ important way from others within the First District. 

In addition to knowing what kinds of blocks formed watches, we 

were interested in two questions that %equired more detailed 

info:rmation. First, we wanted a sense of how actively blocks were 

participatin;r: Was membership in the neighborhood watch program an 

indication that %esidents on that block we%e actively working 

together to pxevent crime, or did it simply mean that those residents 

had done the minimum necessary in order to obtain a neighborhood 

watch sign? Secondly, we wished to estimate the effectiveness of the 

watch program in %educing crime. 

For these parts of our analysis we randomly selected a sample of 

25 watches, all of which had been established by January of 1982. 

• 
Phone interviews with %esidents and on-site evaluations helped us to 

guage the activity levels for these blocks. And the Metropolitan 

Police Depf,ftment graciously provided a computer-generated run of 

reported crime data' for the blocks in our sample. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PARrICIPM'ING BLOCKS 

Table 2 compares the characteristics of the 193 participating 
'rI) 

blocks to the First Police District as a whole. 27 The fiqw:es 

indicate that blocks that have a higher number of white residents, 

more homeowners, more expensive rental- housing, fewer children, and 

fewer elderly persons are more likely to have formed a neighborhood 

watch. The figures also suqgest that participating blocks are more 

likely to fit the pattern associated with gentrification: a sharper 

than average increase in housing costs, an increase in the percentage . 
of msidents that are white, and a decline in the number of children. 

'rhis does not mean that neighborhood watch program is a program 

only for white, wealthy, gentrifying neighborhoods. To the contrary. 

The 193 blocks included in this study include several with .no white 

msidents. They include sane with no owner occupied banes and some 

with home values as low as $33,300. They include blocks in which the 

average monthly rent is $81 -- only about one-third the average rent 

for the city as a whole. It does suggest, however, that there is a 

tendency for white, weal thy, gentrifying blocks to take greater 

advantage of the program than blocks without those characteristics. 

The relationship between race, class, and participation in the 

block watch program is probably even more complex than this evidence 

indicates. If the relationship was a simple and direct one, we would 

anticipate that participation rates -- on a citywide basis would 

be highest in neighborhoods west of Rock Creek Park. 1\ccording to a 

police spokesperson, however, this is not the case. Participa tion 

seems to be higher _in the far southeast and in the Fourth Police 

District, which comprises predominantly middle class black families 
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TABLE 2: CHARA~ 
...... ."RISTICS OF 193 WM'CH BLOC .... .,. 

""" COMP,ARED 

WIm FIRST DIS'l'RIcrr AS A WHOLE 

1980 -
Percent Blacl't 

Percent Owner Occupied tJn.i. ts 

Average Home V'a lue 

Average MO nth lj' Rent 

Percent Under ll3 (KIDS) 

Percent Over 65 (OLD) 

Change 1970-80 

Population 

Owner Occupied tJn.i. ts 

\ Whi te 1980 - % White 1970 

HOOle Value (%) 

Rent (%) 

, Kids 1980 - % Kids 1970 

% Old 1980 - % Old 1970a 

PartiCipating 

Blocks 

57.1 

32.6 

104,358 

267 

19.3 

9.8 

- 6.7\ 

+79.9\ 

+11.1 

+332.5% 

+142.2% 

-11.9 

- 0.8 

First 

District 

65.0 

23.7 

106,238 

245 

22.3 

11.1 

-25.7\ 

+18.7\ 

+ 6.6 

+267.1% 

+101.7% 

-10.9 

- 0.8 

a1970 est~te of the number who are 
elderly is based on those 62 

years and over; that f 
or 1980 is based on those 

65 years and over. 

.. 
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in upper northwest. That participation is not higher in the 

wealthiest and white,st neighborhoods of the city may simplY'tllreflect 

the fact that lower crime rates -- particularly lower rates of 

violent crime reduce the perceived need for such actions. 

Alternatively, it may reflect the fact that, in stable and hanogenous 

neighborhoods with high percentages of owner-occupied homes, the 

primary functions c)f a block watch increasing cooperation with 

police, increasing cooperation with neighbors are accomplished 

through existing civic organizations, or through informal 

arrangements aJlk)ng individual households. OUr study, limited as it 

Our is to a single dist.rict, cannot directly addmss these issues. 

conclusion that participation tends to be higher in white and wealthy 

blocks may 'be most applicable wi thin core urban areas -- ·like the 

First District marked l:q relatively high crimo, racial and 

ec:onanic diversity, and neighborhood change. 

Several factors help explain why' participation in the block 

watch program would be higher in wealthier and whiter neighborhoods. 

Numerous studies have discovered that there is a general association 

nd i ani class. 28 While between p:>litical participation a soc oecon c 

formation of a neighborhood watch differs in some respects from more 

conventional fo:tmS of p:>litical involvement, the greater resources, 

education, stability, and confidence that make the wealthy more 

likely to vote may make them more likely to band together with their 

neighbors in anti-crime activities as well. 

Haneownership, too, has been found to be p:>sitively associated 

with other fo:tmS of political activism, even after income and race 

have been taken, into account. This may result from a greater sense of 

--------------------. -------------------------------- --------
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coDmitment that canes with ownership or, as some suggest, from the 

fact that owners are less free than renters to pick up and move to 

-another neighborhood if COnditions deteriorate. 29 It is p:>ssible, 

too, that the key factor is something other than 
ownerShip ~ .!!. 

Owner. occupied hanes are more likely to be single-family hanes, and 

single-family structures may facilitate cOllll1unity involvement 1::y 

virtu I:! of their design. "When lOOking out from the windows of an 

apartI!lent, a resident may be several stories removed from the 

business of the street, and the front door o''--ns 11 
z:- on a UBua y empty 

hallway. But the windows and doors of a single-family home bring its 

residents into closer nt t i th 
co ac w the ,FUblic danain of the 

neighborhood and may lead them to appropriate a stretch of the street 

frontaf'e as thll!liir own." U-tthe C f 
~ .-- w renson ound that both owners and 

renterl~ liv~ng in single family homes were more likely to monitor 

their neighbors • hanes when they were away than were those in 

multi-family buildings.30 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ACTIVE AND INACTIVE WATCHES 

To ~ny D.C. re sidents, the orange, black, and white 

nei...hbo.'r:hood watch signs are the st 1m rt ~. mo po ant comp:>nent of the 

watch program. In theory 101.. of th 
' '<;,l1e presence ese signs is enough to 

deter crimes. Police increaSingly are convinced that most criminals 

approach their crime in a somewhat rational manner __ that they are 

sensiti'1e to risks and that they will tend to choose a target that is 

more vuln8{,ble and less likely to resist. Such a rational Criminal, 

choosing a home or apartment to break into, is expected to shy away 

from blocks that have signs indicating their participation in the 
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watch program. There is no shortage of other targets. If the signs 

are more likely to be on the lookout for 
l) 

indicate that residents 

unusual activity and more likely to report such activity should they 

ti 1 thief should conclude that it is simpler and observe it, the ra ona 

safer to look elsewhere. 

th ho stress the importance of informal Both police and ose w 

social controls, however, stress that the signs are simply one 

element of the anti-c me ri strategy• The police tend to believe that 

the marking of possessions, improvement of locks. and other 

target-hardening strategies, and citizen vigilance are the real 

muscle behind the watch program. Those who emphasize informal social 

controls believe that interaction, shared vales, and confiderx::e that 

one's neighbors will back you up are the crit,ical ingredients •• 

Police officials in the District of Columbia, in keeping with 

this belief that the neighborhood watch program should mean something 

more than the wholesale distribution of block watch signs, develq?ed 

f ...... sidents to attain a certain level of a policy intended to orce ... ... 

unity and commitment before they could qualify for membership in the 

watch program. Before signs would be provided, police requested that 

eh Ids block be active club at least 60-70 percent of the hous o· on a 

members. This was interpX'eted to mean that those households 

understood and were comm,ited to the watch corx::ept, that they agreed 

I.D. to mark their personal belongings as part of the Operation 

program, and that they agreed to have a police perform a crime sur.vey 

they Should take to make their home or in order to identify steps 

apartment more secure. 

These guidelines, however, proved impractical to enforce. Faced 
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with a group of residents interested in fOrming a watch, D.C. police 

have found it difficult to turn down a request, if even the 

percentage of block :r:esidents involved falls considerably below the 

stated goals. No effort is made to follow up on the request that 

members partiCipate in Opemtion I.D. and undergo a crime survey. 

And orx::e a sign is awarded, no mechanism is available to ensure that 

the watch organization is maintained. 

In order to assess whether the possession o.f neighborhood watch 

signs is an indication of an ongoing level of awareness, cooperation, 

and interaction, we developed an activity SCore for the watches in 

our randanly selected sample. The score was based orl interviews with 

residents presumed to be knowledgeable about activities on the 

block. 
Whenever possible interviews were conducted with block 

captains. I~ Some cases the block captain had moved away, or there no 

longer was a block captain, or no block captain could be identified. 

In such cases, we interviewed other knowledgeable reSidents (e. g. 

Advisory Neighborhood Colllllission representatives) or Simply phoned 

reSidents who lived on the block in question. We were, in the end, 

able 1:".0 interview the captain, an aX\!la coordinator, or former captain 

in 16 (64%) cases. In 7 cases (28%), where there was no captain or 

where the captain could not be identified, the score was based on 

phone interviews with residents. 
For two blocks we were unable to 

gain enough infOl:1llation to assign a reliable activity score • .. 
Scoring was based on a system erx::'ompassing four dimensions of 

activity. llfhese dealt with: meetings, reCruitment, information, and 

sense of COIIIDunity. Blocks were given a score of +1, 0, or -1 for 

each dimension. Blocks that had regular meetings or which had good 
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attendance at meetings when they were held, for example, were given a 

+1. Those which had no meetings, or only meetings ~.,ith ~r poor 

atterJdance, were given a -1. A score of 0 was assigned to blocks 

that fell somewhere i.n the middle or for which we could not determine 

the frequency or turnout with any confidence. The information score 

was based on whether the block had a newsletter, whether it had other 

regularized channels for cOJllllUnicating to members, and whether it had 

crime data that was disseminated to residents. The recxuitment score 

was based on the presence or absence of il method for contacting and 

involving new residents. Nationally, approximately one out of five 

households move every year ~ block watches -- especially in transient 

neighborhoods am those with many renters -- are unlikely to last for 

long if they remain dependent. upon the odginal cadre of· members. 

'l'he final dimension depended upon our respondents' characterization 

of interest and involvement l;!,y block msidents. Those blocks in which 

respondents explicitly mentioned a broad interest and growing sense 

of cODl1lWlity surrounding the watch were given a score of +1. Those 

for which mspondents explicitly mentioned apathy and lack of 

intemst were given a score of -1. Others :received a zero. 

Totallin:j the scores on all four dimensions provides an overall 

activity score mnning from +4 (very active) to -4 (very inactive) • 

Most of the neighborhood watches in our sample proved to be 

quite active by this standard. Eight watches -- or a bit over 

one-third of those scored' -- received a perfect score. 'l'hese 

included sane in which procedures are quite fomal. One block, for 

example, distributes an agenda before each of the thme yearly 

meetings~ several have wdtten by-laws and regularly scheduled 
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elections to choose block captains. 
Also mcei ving scores of +4, 

however, were some blocks in which informal 
contact and word-of-mouth 

Seven additional blocks 
COIlIllu.l1icati('Jn seems to fill the bill. 

received positive scores of +2 or +3. 
Some of these, too, were very 

well organized. One block which scor.ed 
a +3 keeps a roster of all 

members, with workinq hours listed so that neighbors know when to 

expect the unit to be empty and work phone numbers available so 
that 

they may be contacted if ar.nrthing out of the 
ordinary occurs. That 

block lost one point, however, because it had 
no apparent mechanism 

for l:ecxuitinq new residents. 

One out of thxee watches scored below zero on our activity 
scale. 

In all cases this indicated a weak organization; in some 

cases it indicated that there was no 
organization at all. One block 

watch, for example, was 
started by a single irtdividual, who was 

con::erned about the fear of i til 
cr me at was plaguinq the elderly 

msidents in that axea. Although the block managed to 
show enough 

interest to qualify for the nei~~--hood 
~.~ watch signs, there was never 

a fun::tioning organization in place. 

indicates that re sidents 

The current block captain 

are too afraid to get involved and too 

suspicious of their own neighbors to )'oin in a 
collective enterprise. 

'l'he official signs have been stolen,' . 
an 1rOny that was repeated in at 

least one other of our sample watches. 
on the First One block 

District's list of partiCipating watches 
proved to be a cOIllllercial 

strip. None of the merchants was 
aware'of a watch functioning on the 

block. 

Table 3 compares the characteri sties of the watches with 
positive activity scores t tho 

o se with negative scores. The inactive 

• 
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TABLE 3: CHARAC'rElUSTICS OF AcrIVE VERSUS INAcrIVE Wl\TCHES 

Active Inactive 
Blodes Blocks 

Number 15 8 

1980 - Black 47.8 64.2 
Percent 
percent OWner Occupied Units 38.4 21.1 

Average Home Value 112,782 116, 865a 

Average Monthly Rent 303 189 

Percent Under 18 (KIDS) 14.2 31.8 

percent Over 65 (OLD) 8.0 15.2b 

Cha!!Ieo 1970-80 
+65.9\ 

Population -15.5\ 

OWner Occupied Units +125.0\ +289.6\ 

\ Whi te 1980 - \ white 1970 + 5.4 - 5.6 

Hane val.ue (\) +313.7\ +303.Uc 

Rent (\) + 99.2\ + 95.5\ 

% Kids 1980 - \ Kids 1970 - 9.9 2.3 

, Old 1980 - , Old 1970a - 1.6 + 3.0 

a This figure is based on onl.y thme of the eight inactive blocks. The others 
had no owner-oc:cupied units, or too few of such units for the U.S. BUreau of 

the Census to report. 
• b1970 estimate of the number who are elderl.y. is based on those 62 years and 

over; that for 1980 is based on those 65 years and over. 
COnly one tract in 1970, and onl.y three in 1980, had sufficient amounts of 
owner occupied units for the U.S. Bumau of the Census to provide data on 

housia;r value. 
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watches tend to have a larger percentage of msidents who am black. 

Runnia;r counter to the gentification tmnd in much of the area, the 

inactive blocks also tend to show in incmasingly black popllation 

between 1970 and 1980. In sevexoal mspects the pattern mvealed in 

the table reflects and extends that which we found when we compamd 

all watch blocks to the First District as a whole. Blocks with more 

childmn, mom elderly persons, fewer owner occupied msidences, and 

less expensive housing are less likely to join the watch program and, 

when they do join, am less likely to maintain a functioning and 

active organization. 

NEI GHBORHOOD WATCHES AND CRIME PREVENTION 

Neighborhood watches have several goals. Proponents of the watch 

" ?rogram argue that watches can ioomase the sense of comnunity, make 

residents f'ael mom secure, improve police/ccmmunity mlations, and 

in:::rease c.litizens' reporting of crimes. Watch programs may also make 

it easier for police to' solve crimes and for prosecutors to earn 

convictions l:!i making citizens more observant and more cooperative 

witnesses. In most people's minds, however, the central goal -- and 

the true "acid test· upon which the success or failure of the 

neighborhood watch program should be judged -- has to do with their 

effectiveness in mducing the actual rate of crime. 

We attempted to assess the" success of neighborhood watches in 

mducia;r crime in two ways. The first involved the judgements of the 

watch caP,tains and other msidents interviewed from our sample 
~.v, 

blocks. These mspondents were asked whether they believed that 

residents "feel mom secure as a msult of the neighborhood watch" 

... 
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• im has nnne up, nnne down, or stayed about the same 
and whether cr e ':1- ':1-

sim::e the watch was established.· 

This approach to assessinq 
the impact of the watches has 

advantages and disadvantages. 
Block captains are well placed to 

have a "feel" for :r:esidents' fears and for the local crime picture. 

th ma"'" crimes are never reported to the 
Given the well kn~ fact at - .. 

police, 
that these respondents have it is quite possible 

a more 

accurate picture of the it "'~ than do the police crime s ua ...... on 

themselves. 
it is possible that block captains 

on the other hand, 

to O~.state the effectiveness of the organization in 
will be tempted v ...... 

which they are inwlved. 
And , without accurate information about 

f the city, most are not in a position 
crime tmnds in other areas 0 

ri trends on their particu~ar block 
to judge whether chanqes in c me 

the W
atch or to broader, coincidental, city-wide 

am attributable to 

or national changes. 

ho an--"'ed our question about feelings of safety 
Respondents w g--

wem nearly uncuU.mous in their belief 
that the watch made their 

neighborS feel more secure. Fifteen of the 18 who responded (83%) 

:r:esult of the establishment of 
said residents felt more secure as a 

the watch. 

"of course." 

remarks, such as "definitely" and 
several added emphatic 

Rep:r:esentatives of only two blocks said :r:esidents did 

from watches with negative 
not feel more secure -- both of the se were 

sco:r:es on the activity scale. 
one captain from a highly active watch 

answered that it was "h~d to say." 
Some of his n~ighbors had wanted 

~ ... tive role -- for example by instituting a 
to take .an even more --

he believed they might have been disheartened 
c:i.tizen patrol -- and 

when the police discouraged them from such an undertaking. 
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Belief that crime had declined since the establisanent of the 

watch program was almost as widely shamd. at the seventeen 

respondents who answered th.i.s question,. one believed that burglaries 

had incxeased, another said crime had gone "up and down," one felt 

crime declined initially but had subsequently begun to climb again, 

and two felt that crime was "about the same." Again, it was the 

respondents from blocks which scored low on our activity scale that 

were less optimistic. Of the three-quarters who did believe that 

crime had fal.len, however, several. took pains to point out that the 

decline might not be due tQ the neighborhood watch itsel£. But most· 

did seem to feel that the watches deserwd much or al.l of the credit. 

Examining p::Ilice crime reports provided our second te st of the 

effectiveness of the neighborhood, watch program. Crime mports have 

sane advantages over :r:esp::lndents' subjective judgements. They are not 

subject to memory lapses and they permit comparison w;!"th trends in 

nonparticipating blocks and in the city as a whole. Bllt crime 

reports are far from a perfect measure. As already noted, many 

crimes go unreported: because victims consider it is a waste of time, 

because the crime was comnitted by a famil.y member or acquaintarx:e, 

or because the victim fears :r:etribution. Mo:r:eover, not all reports of 

a crime to police are official.l.y recorded. Police on the beat have 

sane disc:r:etion as to whether to t:r:eat certain incidents as crimes --

a brawl in a bar, a domestic squabble, a c~ld' s "borrowing" of a 

friend's bicycle. And officials at headquarters sanetimes apply their 

own critet:t-a, reclassifying some incidents so they are l:ecorded as 

lesser crimes or not crimes at all.. Sane l:espondents in our study 

indicated that they were suspicious of the fact that official police 
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records of crimes in their neighborhoods seemed to have anitted 

crimes with which they were familiar. 
fI) 

The limitations of official crime reports are particularly 

troublesane when attempting to judge the effectiveness of programs 

like the neighborhood watch. One goal of the watch program, after 

all, is to inc:z:eass the rate a-e which citizens report thr3 crimes that 

do occur. Ironically, should the watch accomplish this goal, there 

is a danger that official crime reports would increase, even if no 

change in real crime had occured. Slight declines in actual crimes 

might be masked as well. For such reasons, it is desirable to 

supplement reported crimes with surveys of citizens before and after 

the watch program is pIlt into effect. Since we did not have the 

resources to undertake such victimization surveys, we will have to be 

cautious in intel:pmting the findings reganUng the impact on crime. 

Table 4 pmsents four years of crime statistics for our sample 

of participating blocks, the First Police District, and the city as a 

whole. Since all the blocks in our sample formed their watch between 

January 1981 and January 1983, the 1980 column can be considered a 

rough "before" measure and the 1983 column can be considered an 

"after" measure. canparison to the First Distxict and city as a 

whole helps us judge whether changes are unique to participating 

blocks or due to mom general factors. 

The crime data reveals a somewhat erratic picture. Only in the 

case of robbexies is a clear and steady drop in crime evident. For 

some types of crime the numbers in our sample blocks are so low that 

interpretation is xisky. Nonetheless, certain general patterns are 

evident. Crime in our sample or participating blocks, particularly 
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TABLE 4: CRIMES IN PAR~ 
COMPARED ICIPATING BLOCKS 

TO FIRST DISTRICT AND CITY, 1980-1983 

Robbexies: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Assaults: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Burglarie s: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Larcenies: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Auto Theft: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

All Part I Offense s: 
Sampl.e 
1st District 
D.C. 

Robberies: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Assaults: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Bur g:l arie s : 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Larcenies: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

Auto Theft: 
Sample 
1st Dt~trict 
D.C. 

All Part I Offenses: 
Sample 
1st District 
D.C. 

·Change from 0 to 4. 

SECnON A: NUMBER OF CRIMES 

1980 1981 1982 1983 - - - -
20 16 13 12 2057 2197 2055 1513 8897 10399 9137 7698 

2 4 2 1 556 648 656 566 3236 3432 3645 3646 

4 0 4 0 2745 2648 2007 1778 16260 16832 14774 12483 

31 47 40 28 7819 8227 7297 6027 31068 32845 33435 29405 

5 4 12 3 760 710 628 605 3568 3765 4083 3955 

62 72 71 44 14053 14508 12722 10600 63688 67910 65692 57779 

SECTION B: YEARLy CHANGE C%) 

1980-1 1981-2 1982-3 1980-3 

-20.3 -18.8 - 7.7 -40.0 + 6.8 - 6.5 -26.4 -26.4 +16.9 -12.1 -15.7 -13.5 

+100.0 -50.0 -50.0 -50.0 +16.5 + 1.2 -13.7 + 1.8 + 6.1 + 6.2 + 0.3 +12.7 

-100.0 +400. O· -100.0 -100.0 - 3.5 -24.2 -11.4 -35.2 + 3.5 -12.2 -15.5 -23.2 

+51.6 -14.9 -30.0 - 9.7 + 5.2 -11.3 -17.4 -22.9 + 5.7 + 1.8 -12.1 - 5.4 

-20.0 +200.0 -75.0 -40.0 
- 6.6 -11.5 - 3.6 -20.4 + 5.5 + 8.4 - 3.1 +10.8 

+16.1 - 1.4 -38.0 -29.0 + 3.2 -12.3 -16.7 -24.6 + 6.7 - 3.3 -12.0 - 9.2 

~ 

, 
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larcenies and assaults, rose more rapidly in the year pxeceding the 

establishment of the first wa"Gches than did, cr.ime in the.,.1broader 

axeas. This may indicate that an unusually sharp incxease in crime is 

a spark that impels blocks to organize. Such a conclusion fits with 

the couments of several of the block captains, who indicated that a 

rise in crime, or a particularly dramatic single crime incident led 

to the o%igination of the block watch. 

Crime dropped throughout the city in the subsequent years, but 

it dropped more sharply in the participating blocks. This suggests 

that the watches may, indeed, have played a role in accelerating the 

xeduction of crime. SUch a finding is particularly encouraging in the 

face of the possibility that increased reporting in the participating 

blocks could be leading us to undexestimate xeductions in actual 

victimizations. 

The watches in our saqlle were formed at different times 

throughout the 1981-1982 penod. Because of this, there is a chance 

that Table 4 might understate the xeal impact of the watches on 

neighborhood crime. The problem is due to the impxecision that 

follows fron equating "before" and "after" with 1980 and 1983. For a 

watch that fo:r:med in Apnl of 1981, for example, we would expect the 

inpact on crime to show up during the second half of 1981, not, 

perhaps, as late as 1983. And, for a watch that foxmed in September 

of 1982, it would be better to compare the "after" crime rate to the 

January-August txends of that year, not just to those of 1980. This 

iu:pxecision would be most misleading if watches tend to be formed 

after b%ief but sharp upsurges in crime or if the impact of the 

watches wears off after a few months. presenting the data as we did 

--------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------
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in Table 4 
was useful because it allowed 

us to compare the crime 
ra tes to those in the 

First District and the city. 
But it also is 

important to detezmine 
whether a more pxecise definition 

of before 
and after would alter our findings i 

n al¥ significant sense. 
Table 5 sol thi ves s problem. Only 

crimes that occuxed in the 
year before 

and the year af ter the forma tion of 
are each watch 

included. 
These axe f\l,!tther broken down into six 

month intervals. If 
the formation of 

a neighborhood crime watch has an 
iumediate but 

short-lived effect on crime, we 
would expect to see a sharp fall of 

in the number of crimes bet;ween 
column #2 and column .lL3. 

7t As call be 
seen, no such drop occurs. 

In fact, overall, 
there is a sl;Lght 

in the 6 months 

increase in the 
crimes numbe:c of occurnng 

iumediately follOWing the establishment 
of a watch. 

A sharp decline doee appear in the period 7 to 12 
months after 

the watches were fomed. Thi 
s suggests the Plssibility that watches 

have a delayed effect. 
During the first Several months crime may 

continue unabated while 
organizational problems are i 

roned out, while 
re sidents get d 

Use to working with each other and with the 
police, 

and while word that the watch 
is in effect filters through to the 

potential criminals. 
While this is an interesting possibility, it 

should be considered i 
w th scme skepticism. 

It is not at all clear 
that the degree of organizational 

xequired coordination is 
si gnificant enough t 

o warrant such a "warm up" penod. 
Just as 

likely is the possibility th 
at the fall. in crime apparent in the last 

6 month penod Simply fl b, re ects the 
drop in crime that was occuring 

The reduction in crime, in other 
through the entire city in 1983. 

words, may be COincidental __ due 
to changes in the population, the 
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econany, availability of drugs, judicial policies or other factors 

that have little or nothing to do with the neighborhood crime watch 

program. 

Table 6 provides some additional discouragement to those who are 

TABLE 5: ClUME IN PARrICIPMING BLOCKS 
IN YEAR PRl!X:EDING AND YEAR .FOLLOWING ESTABLISHMENT OF CRIME WATCH 

anxious to prove that crime watches have a sharp and significant 

impact on crime. That table separates watches that received positive .. 
(number of crimes) scores on our activity score from those that :received negative 

BEFORE 
AFTER scores. There is no evidence that crime has fallen more sharply in 

6 months 0-6 7-12 
12-7 months 

months to start months 
the active than in the inactive blocks. In both groups, crime falls 

in the 7-12 month after period. But thP- dpeculation that this might 

8 9 6 
Robberies 8 be due to a learning or adjustment penod does not seem very credible 

2 4 0 
Burcp.anes 1 where these inactive blocks are concerned; as far as we have 

3 0 2 
Assaults 0 

det~ed, those blocks never achieved ~ore than & superficial level 

27 28 12 
Larcenies 17 of activity. If anythi~, those blocks tend to have been more active 

2 9 . 3 
Auto thefts 3 in the first few months while the initial enthusiasm ran high. This 

42 50 23 
'l'otal 29 

suggests the likelihood that the decline in crime that occured during 

this penod is attributabvle to sanething other than the watch 

program. 

That the total n~ of crimes is higher in the inactive blocks 

than the active blocks before as well as after the watches were 

formed is interesting. There are, after all, about twice as many 

active blocks in our sample. This ,;,s just another indication that 

L 
1 

functionil¥3' neighborhood watches may be least likely to emerge in the 

blocks that have the greatest need. 

1 . 

I 
CONCLOSIONS 

Crime is going down in the District, as it seems to be in much 
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ACr:rVE 
BLOCKS: 

Robberies 

Burgla%ies 

Assau1t.i 

Larcenies 

Auto thefts 

Total 

INAC'rIVE 
BLOCKS: 

• Robberies 

Burgla%ies 

Assaults 

Larcenies 

Auto thefts 

Total 
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TABLE 6: CRIME BEFORE AND AFTER IN 
ACTIVE VERSUS INACTIVE BLOCKS 

(number of crimes) 

BEFORE AFrER 
12-7 6 months 0-6 7-12 

months to start months months 

3 2 5 1 

1 o 1 o 

o o o o 

5 9 5 4 

o o 1 1 

9 11 12 6 

5 6 4 4 

o 2 3 o 

o 3 o 2 

12 18 23 8 

3 2 8 2 

20 31 38 16 

-------~-------------
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of the country. This is exceedingly good news. However, we still do 

not have a solid understanding of why crime is going down. Gaining 

such an understanding is important. Without such understanding we do 

not know whether the decline is likely to continue, or whether it 

will prove to be idiosyncratic and short-lived. Nor can we judge 

whether the decline is due to factors under policlr-makers' control. 

If policY"1llakers are doing sane thing right, we Wiin"!:; them to do more 

of it. But if the decline is due to the aging of the population __ as 

sane suggest -- or other forces not amenable to policy contzol, dOing 

more may siuply mean spending money and effort that will have little 

if any additional impclct. 

This study finds little s~port for the Proposition that 

neighborhood watches are responsible for the drop in crime. Although 

crime does seem to be declining somewhat more rapidly in blocks that 

have watches in place, this decline seems attributable social and 

economic chan;res in those areas rather than the neighborhood crime 

watch per 2· We found that watches were most likely to form in 

blocks Undergoing gerltrification. 
Gentrification may account for 

both the higher levels of watch invol vement (as residents more 

activist in orientation and with a greater inclination to cocperate 

with police officials move into a high crime envizonment) and the 

drop in crime (as population densities fall and as households with 

• _ i 

teenage children and other crime-pzone gzoupS are replaced). The faci;. 
! 

f • 

t 

that crime (or at least reported crime) does not drop in the six 

months fo-\lowing the establishment of the watch, and the fact that 

the drop is not more. evident in active than inactive areas, represent 

1 challen;res to the si.mple assumption that watches work. 
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Does this mean that the neighborhood block watch program is a 

failure that should be discontinued? Frati the stand~.nt of 

neighborhcnd residents a contrary coa:lusion can be drawn. We found 

strong support for the watches, a belief that they maqe people feel 

• 
more secure, and citizen confidea:e in their effectiveness as 

crime-fighting tools. Our interv.l.ews led us to believe, too, that 

the watch program has been successful in buildi.·'lg better 

relationships between police and the community. Any neighborhood 

that can mobilize its residents and maintain a fua:tioning block 

watch has every incentive to do so. After all, the cost, at the 

neighborhood level, is slight. 

From the standpoint of police officials, too, the neighborhood 

watch program might be judged worthwhile, even in the absence of 

evidea:e that it leads directly to reductions in crime. Achieving 

greater rapport with citizens, if nothing else, makes the job of 
.. 

policing easier on a day-to-day basis. Perhaps as importantly, it 

provides a bmader constituency, a source of political support that 

police officials may mobilize in order to defend against budget cuts 

or efforts by others to limit their discretion or control. As 

currently implemented, the cost of the watch program probably is 

minor. !bst of the manpower is provided by coumunity service 

officers who already were in place. 

But some serious policy coa:erns are raised when the question of 

equity is introduced. Not all neighborhoods are capable of achiev.l.ng 

the level of organization necessary to form and maintain a block 

watch effort. Sane neighborhoods are stymied by the transitory 

nature of their populations. In other neighborhoods, levels of fear 

" 
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and suspicion are too high to allow the kind 
of cooperation and 

mutual self-help that the watch 
program depends upon. This may be 

particularly true in a:z:eas with high numbers of elderly :z:esidents. 

In middle and upper class neighborhoods 
the absence of feelings 

of CODlllunity and neighborliness is bemoaned as 
an artifact of our 

modern culture, 
which puts a p:z:emium on job-over-neighborhood and 

privacY-OVer-Coumunity. The lt 1 
se cu ura barriers are not as powerful, 

however, as the barriers that block collective action in 
many poorer 

neighborhoods. 
Fear and mistrust of one's neighbors, it must be 

remembered, may be a :z:easonable 
response for those families living in 

harsh and hostile envimImlents. 
In sane neighborhoods block watches 

are impractical for the simple reason that 
residents know or suspect 

that it is their very own neit'Yhbors who 
.,.. constitute the thmat of 

crime. 

When considered f th 
rom e standpoint of police administrators or 

public officials responsible for the well-being of the city as a 

whole, an a tti tude of 
"How can it hurt?" might be irresponsi.ple. 

l6tches, especially active t he 
wa c s, appear to be less likely to form 

in the areas that need them the at mo • 

opportuni ty to increase equity 

This could provide an 

if the police department :z:educes 

patrols in areas served by watches in 
order to irx::rease them in high 

crime, disorganized neighborhoods where 
the no watches get off 

ground. 
Unfortunately, the dynamics of patrol distribution are more 

likely to work in the opposite di:z:ect.i:on. Organized blocks tend to 

den.\and thi.t. police attend their 
.... meetings. They are more likely to 

monitor the police to detexndne th 
e frequency of patmls. They are 

more likely to know the officers responsible for 
their beat and to 

.. 
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respond negatively if those officiers are shifted around in order to 

meet the department's long or short-term needs. Block capta~s favor 

more patrols in their area, they argue that such patrols are 

necessary if the neighborhood watch is to work in practice, and some 

• 
indicate that they have received more attention since their watch was 

formed. It is doul:lt:ful whether police and elected officials would be 

able to withstand such demands from these wealthier, more politically 

organized groups. If this proves to be the case, the danger that the 

neighborhood block watch. program may increase inequities is genuine. 

Some writers have warned that the new urban gentry may use their 

political and econcmic clout to demand disproportionate resources 

from local governments. 31 Such favoritism toward gentrified 

constituencies would seem less likely in the District, given its 

black mayor and predominantly black city council. Yet, the broad 

fo:cces operating on the District are little different from those 

bearing on other older cities in the northeast and upper midwest. 

Fiscal problems that can be traced to the movement of people and 

businesses to the suburbs, aggravated by the scaling back of federal 

support in the 1980s, make it tempting for local offic:lals to 

encourage the reinvestment that gentrification rep:resents no 

matter what their color, party, or ideological orientation. In the 

District, the allegiance of the gentry might be courted less through 

outright grants of patronage and services than through increasing 

reliance on programs, like the neighborhood watch, that -- while 

available to all neighborhoods in principle -- can best be exploited 

in practice by neighborhoods that can be effectively organized. 

Ei ther of two strategies might make the neighborhood watch 
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program more equitable in its effects. The first, as alluded to 

earlier, would involve instituting a systematic process of 

redistributing police patrol resources away from areas with effective 

blocks in place towards high crime neighborhoods structurally 

incapable of organizing • Unless done quietly and without public 

awareness, this approach is likely to meet strong resistance, not 

least CllIDng the newly organized blocks that the police would refer to 

mantain as their allies. 

The second strategy would involve the coupling of the program 

wi th concerted efforts to help organize cur%ently disorganized 

neighborhoods and to help blocks maintain their organization after 

the initial sense of crisis and enthusiasm abates. 'This paper is not 

the appropriate forum for detailing the form such efforts might take. 

But two observations .must be made: (1) such an organizational 

undertaking would Significantly increase the financial costs 

associated with the watch program; and (2) it would be unwise to 

expect the police themselves to have either the skills or the 

manpower needed to put such a program into effect 0 

Barring the institution of either of these approaches, the best 

that can be hoped for may be the recognition that the neighborhood 

watch program is not the simple cure-all that overly enthusiastic 

exponents have suggested. It is a worthwhile program that can be 

helpful in some neighborhoods. If a real dent is to be made in 

crime, and if the needs of all neighbcirhoods are to be met, other 

substantialli. initiatives must be designed and put into effect. 

.. 
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